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SPECIALS 

 
CHILDREN OF THE SNOW 
Two-Night Special Premieres Monday, February 18 at 9/8c 
More than 40 years ago, four young people were kidnapped and murdered in the suburbs of 
Detroit. Children of the Snow explores these baffling, unsolved crimes which sparked one of the 
biggest manhunts in US history. As a boy in Detroit at the time, author J. Reuben Appelman 
believes he may have narrowly escaped being another victim. Now he's on a quest for the 
truth. He's not alone. Dogged Detective Cory Williams, local reporters, and one family uncover 
new leads buried for decades. In this dark and gripping true-crime series, everything old is new 
again and one father refuses to let money, power, and politics stop his quest for justice for his 
son. 

 
PREMIERES 

 
SEE NO EVIL 
Season Five Premieres Wednesday, February 20 at 9/8c 
SEE NO EVIL reveals how the deadliest crimes are solved by the only witnesses that never lie 
and never forget: surveillance cameras. With more shocking CCTV footage than ever before, 
SEE NO EVIL proves there's nowhere killers can hide. 

  [504 Title] premieres Wednesday, February 20 at 9/8c 
[Episode Description] 

 [501 Title] premieres Wednesday, February 27 at 9/8c 
[Episode Description] 

 
ON THE CASE WITH PAULA ZAHN 
Mid-Season Premiere Sunday, February 24 at 10/9c 
ON THE CASE WITH PAULA ZAHN takes viewers on an exciting journey inside the most 
fascinating crime and mystery investigations. First person accounts, along with insight from 
experts are featured as each case reaches its dramatic conclusion. 



 A Hero Betrayed premieres Sunday, February 24 at 10/9c 
When a hero firefighter is found savagely murdered in his own home, the trail of 
evidence police find takes them on a twisting and tension filled journey to justice. 

 She’s Gone premieres Sunday, March 3 at 10/9c 
When a young girl kidnapped from her bed in the middle of the night is found dead in a 
nearby canal, it marks the beginning of one of Salt Lake City's most notorious child 
murder investigations. 
 

HOMETOWN HOMICIDE 
New Series Premieres Tuesday, February 26 at 9/8c 
In HOMETOWN HOMICIDE, local news footage and other archive bring to life the stories of 
gripping murder investigations. These breaking news stories are vividly real, giving the viewer 
an urgent in-the-moment immediacy. Viewers will a feel a jolt of excitement, as if they were 
witnessing these stories live. 

 Local Girl Gone premieres Tuesday, February at 9/8c 
Danielle Locklear was a freshman in South View High School when she disappeared from 
her Hope Mills, North Carolina neighborhood in March 2014. When the family starts 
their own investigation, they learn that Danielle had skipped school the day she went 
missing. As days turn to months, the family and friends wonder, what else was Danielle 
hiding from them? 
 

KILLING TIME 
New Series Premieres Thursday, February 28 at 10/9c 
KILLING TIME is a crime-mystery series that focuses on a critical, lost period of time the day of a 
homicide. Detectives who worked the case recount their investigation step by step, revealing 
shocking discoveries that deepen the mystery at every turn. As suspects are identified and 
hours, minutes and seconds of the victim's last day slowly come to light, a window of missing 
time appears. Investigators use everything from surveillance footage to credit card statements 
to GPS data to piece together the rest of the timeline and solve the murder. 

 Poker Face Killer premieres Thursday, February 28 at 10/9c 
Thomas Clayton returns home from a night of playing poker to discover the body of his 
wife, Kelley. After his seven-year-old daughter describes the attacker as a masked man 
with "eyes like Daddy," law enforcement immediately suspect Thomas. But Thomas's 
poker buddies are certain he was with them. So who killed Kelley Clayton?  

 
FINALES 

 
DEAD OF WINTER 
Season Finale Airs Thursday, February 21 at 10/9c 
In winter, the world is at its most merciless. As snow falls and darkness descends, people 
retreat into their homes and brace against the cold. This is a time of isolation… and of fear. 
DEAD OF WINTER tells haunting true tales of murder set in the cruelest conditions. Featuring 
raw, emotional, first-person interviews with family and investigators, each chilling episode 



explores what happens when detectives must track down a killer, all while battling the 
unforgiving elements. From a body found frozen in the snow, to a young woman who 
disappears into a stark icy wilderness, each mystery unfolds in the eerie silence of winter. 

 Midnight Mass premieres Thursday, February 21 at 10/9c 
In the middle of a bitterly cold January night, the entire Gilligan family is murdered in 
their Indiana home. Is this a robbery gone wrong or did someone have a reason to 
target the Gilligans? With no witnesses and only a few small clues, every family in the 
town of Evansville goes on high alert, fearing they may be next.  

 
PEOPLE MAGAZINE INVESTIGATES 
Season Finale Premieres Monday, February 25 at 10/9c 
Ripped from the pages of one of the nation’s top weekly magazines, PEOPLE MAGAZINE 
INVESTIGATES goes beyond the headlines to uncover the heart-wrenching stories of lives and 
families ripped apart. These are crime stories that transcended news and became part of 
popular culture. Interlaced within each episode are exclusive interviews with People’s 
journalists and firsthand emotional interviews with the closest to the investigation revealing 
shocking twists, new evidence, and unexpected resolutions.  

 Burned Alive premieres Monday, February 18 at 8/7c 
On a back road in Mississippi, a popular 19-year-old girl is set on fire and left to burn 
alive. Her last words lead detectives down a road of dead ends and the case goes cold 
until a special agent taps into her location data and finds a suspect. 

 Who Killed Jane Doe 59? premieres Monday, February 25 at 10/9c 
In 1969, a woman is found murdered in Los Angeles, but her identity is a mystery. For 
decades, police investigate hoping to put a name to the face and find her killer. The one 
lead that comes up over and over? Charles Manson and the Manson Family. 

 
DEADLY SECRETS 
Season Finale Premieres Thursday, February 28 at 9/8c 
Ever get a really bad feeling about someone? On DEADLY SECRETS, regular people tell their 
harrowing true stories of how they discovered that a person they knew was trying to kill 
someone close to them, and how they helped bring the killer to justice. 

 A Fire Inside premieres Thursday, February 21 at 9/8c 
When a serial arsonist murders four people in a California hardware store, fire 
investigators Marvin Casey and John Orr both become interested in the case. As fires 
continue to burn across the state, the two are pushed to their limits to stop the killing. 

 A Killer Hand premieres Thursday, February 28 at 9/8c 
Steven Willis is a 17-year old kid working in a mechanic's shop when a murder rocks his 
family. While grappling with the horrific death, Steven searches desperately for clues to 
find the killer and bring them to justice. But it takes years before Steven uncovers the 
key that exposes the murderer's double life of greed and duplicitousness. 
 

ONGOING SERIES 
 



GRAVE MYSTERIES 
New Episodes Premiere Mondays at 9/8c 
Police say that solving a murder is like putting together a giant jigsaw puzzle. In GRAVE 
MYSTERIES, we will recount some of our nation's most bewildering murder investigations, 
following investigators as they solve the case, piece by piece. Every new piece of the puzzle 
seems to send the investigation into surprising new directions. Sometimes, new pieces of the 
puzzle seem to confuse the picture but in the end, one crucial piece is found that allows us to 
reconstruct the murder from beginning to end. At last, the picture is complete. With a clear-
eyed view of what happened, the police are able to uncover the culprit and the shocking truth. 

 Murder Behind Closed Doors premieres Monday, February 25 at 9/8c 
27 year-old Ashley Melnyczok is a single mother whose daughter is her life's joy. In June 
2015, Ashley is found dead in her apartment in Colorado Springs by her best friend, who 
tells police about a mysterious man who answered the door of Ashley's home hours 
earlier. As police collect clues to try to determine what happened to Ashley in the last 
moments of her life, they embark on a wild chase involving several unlikely and 
dangerous characters 

 
 
IN PURSUIT WITH JOHN WALSH 
New Episodes Premiere Wednesdays at 10/9c 
IN PURSUIT WITH JOHN WALSH takes the audience on a journey through the eyes of family 
members, friends and authorities who are desperate for resolution, detailing two fugitives and 
two missing children each hour. Every week, John and Callahan dissect each unique story from 
top to bottom, sharing current interviews with surviving family members and friends, chasing 
down new clues and reviewing the evidence in each case. The series will utilize crime scene 
photos, telephone calls and location-specific recreations, turning these cases into active hunts 
with help from the ID viewers at home.  

 Deadly Double Life premieres Wednesday, February 20 at 10/9c  
John Walsh profiles Mike Bullinger's secret double life that police believe ended in a 
triple homicide. Callahan Walsh looks at the case of Tomas Magallon Gonzalez, who 
allegedly sexually abused his stepdaughter for years before taking her life. 

 When Good Meets Evil premieres Wednesday, February 27 at 10/9c  
John Walsh profiles Juan Lazaro Abrego who is believed to have murdered his ex-
girlfriend, a beloved schoolteacher. Callahan Walsh investigates Derek Dean, a St. Louis 
man accused of shooting a pair of identical twins, killing one and wounding the other. 

 
SECRETS OF THE MORGUE 
New Episodes Premiere Fridays at 10/9c 
SECRETS OF THE MORGUE explores high-profile murder cases from the perspective of the 
medical examiner as they work alongside homicide detectives to bring justice to murder victims 
and their families. A victim’s body tells a hidden story, and these post-mortem experts help 
solve crimes by unraveling the mystery from the inside out. From initial observations at the 
scene of the crime to the autopsy and beyond, each episode gets under the skin to unlock 
riveting crime puzzles. 



 Overkill premieres Friday, February 22 at 10/9c 
The body of a woman is discovered floating near the yacht club at Newport Beach, 
California. The coroner identifies her as 56-year-old Barbara Mullenix. Although her ex-
husband is the prime suspect, detectives must locate the couple's missing teenage 
daughter before they can unravel the sinister plot. 

 A Taste for Murder premieres Friday, February 22 at 11/10c 
The body of a young woman is discovered behind a steakhouse in Bellevue, Washington. 
But before investigators can determine what happened to her, two more victims are 
discovered. To the seasoned medical examiner, it's clear that there's a serial killer on the 
loose. While detectives are determined to stop him before he strikes again, it will take a 
missing ring, traces of blood, and a coroner's expertise to tie the crimes together. 

 Married to Murder premieres Friday, March 1 at 10/9c 
Wife and mother Emelita Reeves is reported missing in Arlington, Texas. With multiple 
suspects, the investigation shifts focus when detectives learn her husband's two ex-
wives both died under suspicious circumstances. Unmasking a black widower will 
depend on the experienced eye of the medical examiner, and secrets buried years 
before. 

 Dark Waters premieres Friday, March 1 at 11/10c 
When a leg washes ashore in Lake Ontario, detectives suspect a fellow police officer 
committed a heinous murder. It's up to the medical examiner to link him to the severed 
leg and prove it was a homicide. 

 
HEART OF DARKNESS 
New Episodes Premiere Saturdays at 9/8c 
HEART OF DARKNESS is a mystery series that tells the true, heart-stopping stories where love 
descends into its darkest place. Jealousy, betrayal, desire, lust, revenge, and anger reach deadly 
breaking points, causing individuals to snap and commit unthinkable crimes. Viewers are given 
a front row seat on an emotional roller coaster ride where lovers, jealous friends, scorned sons 
and daughters, and devoted family members turn into killers. Each episodes examines the 
nature of betrayal, delving into how and why one might cross the line from love to hate. And, 
like any great mystery, who did it and why is what you least expect. 

 Gambling with The Devil premieres Saturday, February 23 at 9/8c 
When Yvonne Oulton fails to show up at "Isle Casino" to retrieve her husband Robert, 
he and his son Bryan become concerned and go to search for her. Less than a mile from 
the casino, they find Yvonne’s body in the back of her minivan. At first it appears to be a 
robbery but as police track down the killer, they quickly find that everything they think 
they know about Yvonne is a lie. 

  Mommy Dearest premieres Saturday, March 2 at 9/8c 
When new mother Sara Raras is found murdered, the investigation quickly focuses on 
her violent, estranged husband Alberto. But when a jailhouse snitch reveals new 
information, it points to an unlikely suspect with an odd motive for murder. 

 
YOUR WORST NIGHTMARE 
New Episodes Premiere Fridays at 10/9c 



From monsters hiding in the closet to the boogeyman lurking in nearby shadows, evil can 
interrupt even the sweetest of dreams. But what happens when a bad dream is actually a 
walking nightmare? Using classic suspense film techniques, YOUR WORST NIGHTMARE brings 
real thriller crimes to life on ID. 

 Behind the Barn premieres Friday, February 23 at 10/9c 
20-year-old Kristy Ray is living at home and working her way through college until she is 
shockingly abducted. Local law enforcement will need the help of the FBI and 
community members as they race to find Kristy before time runs out. 

 A Way Out premieres Friday, March 2 at 10/9c 
As investigators dive into the missing persons case of 13-year-old Jessyca Mullenberg, 
they soon realize the meticulous planning that went into her kidnapping. And the 
lengths that her calculating abductor is willing to go to avoid being caught. 
 

 
EVIL LIVES HERE  
New Episodes Premiere Sundays at 9/8c 
EVIL LIVES HERE explores the true, heart-stopping stories of people who shared a home and a 
life with a loved one who would become a killer. With exclusive interviews and never-before-
told accounts of the years and critical moments leading up to these vicious acts, the series 
showcases the devastating and often undiscussed consequences on the people who have 
nurtured, loved and raised a murderer. 

 I Hate Being Daddy’s Girl premieres Sunday, February 24 at 9/8c 
When Robin Doll was rescued from her mother's violence and went to live with her 
father, she thought she had cheated death. She had no way of knowing that the man 
she looked to as her savior was hiding something even worse. 

 My Infamous Brother premieres Sunday, March 3 at 9/8c 
When Karen Kuzma was a little girl, she adored her older brother. It never occurred to 
her that the boy who was her protector as a child was becoming the most infamous 
serial killer in American history, or that their family name would one day be synonymous 
with evil. It has been forty years since Karen's brother was arrested, but she is still 
haunted by her brother's crimes.  
 

# # # 


